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bstract

Position and/or force feedback is critical in ensuring precise and safe operation of ionic polymer–metal composite (IPMC) actuators in
io/micromanipulation. In this paper the design of an integrated sensory actuator is presented, where polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) films
re used to provide simultaneous feedback of bending and force outputs of the IPMC actuator. The design adopts differential configurations for

ensing, which eliminates corruption of sensing signals by feedthrough of actuation signal or by thermal drift. Experimental results are presented to
emonstrate closed-loop control of IPMC bending output based upon the integrated PVDF sensor, together with simultaneous tip force measurement
ith �N resolution.
2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

IPMCs form an important category of electroactive polymers
also known as artificial muscles) and have built-in actuation
nd sensing capabilities [1,2]. An IPMC sample typically con-
ists of a thin ion-exchange membrane (e.g., Nafion), chemically
lated on both surfaces with a noble metal as electrode [3].
hen a voltage is applied across an IPMC, transport of hydrated

ations and water molecules within the membrane and the asso-
iated electrostatic interactions lead to bending motions, and
ence the actuation effect. Because of their softness, resilience,
iocompatibility and the capability of producing large defor-
ation under a low action voltage, IPMCs are very attractive
aterials for many emerging applications in biomedical devices

4–8], biomimetic robots [9–12], and micro/nano-manipulation
13–17].
In various aforementioned applications for IPMC actuators,
eedback or monitoring of actuator bending and/or force out-
uts is often desirable and even necessary. Take microinjection
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f Drosophila embryos [16,18]. The path of the microinjector
eeds to be precisely controlled to inject genetic substance into
he right spot inside the embryo; in the mean time, the injection
orce needs to be monitored closely to prevent rupture of embryo
embrane. Existing studies on feedback control of IPMC actua-

ors have typically adopted bulky, external sensors, such as laser
ibrometers [19,20], laser distance sensors [21–23], and load
ells [21]. However, it is usually unrealistic to use large, sepa-
ate sensors in intended micro-and bio-applications of IPMCs
ue to size and safe concerns. Therefore, there is a pressing
eed for compact, integrated sensing technologies in order to
ully realize the potential of IPMC actuators.

There have been a number of attempts to develop integrated
ensors for IPMC actuators. One intriguing idea would be to
se an IPMC simultaneously as actuator and sensor, like the
elf-sensing scheme proposed for piezoelectric materials [24].
owever, this approach is difficult to implement due to the very
eak sensing signal compared to the actuation signal (millivolts
ersus volts) [1] and the nonlinear [25], dynamic [26,2] sensing
esponses. Punning et al. proposed an integrated sensing strategy

y exploiting the correlation between IPMC surface electrode
esistance and the bending curvature [27,28]. This method relies
n the assumption that the behavior of IPMC surface resistance is
onstant, which is often not true as the resistance varies with time
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p (s) = − R1s

1 + R1C1s
Q1(s), V−

p (s) = − R1s

1 + R1C1s
Q2(s),
32 Z. Chen et al. / Sensors and

nd environmental conditions (temperature, humidity, pH and
alinity). Newbury [29] explored the idea of using two IPMCs,
echanically coupled in a side-by-side or bilayer configuration,

o perform actuation and sensing. The attempt was unsuccessful
ince the sensing signal was buried in the feedthrough signal
rom actuation [29].

In our earlier work an integrated sensing scheme was pro-
osed by bonding a polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) film to an
PMC actuator [16]. While preliminary studies showed that the
pproach was promising, several factors hinder it from being
seful in practical feedback control. First, the capacitive cou-
ling between IPMC and PVDF layers induces a fictitious
ensing signal due to direct feedthrough of the actuation signal.
lthough it is possible to remove the feedthrough component

hrough model-based compensation, this significantly increases
he processing complexity; furthermore, the coupling behavior
ould vary over time. The second problem is due to the thermal
ensitivity of PVDF – temperature variation in the environment
eads to substantial drift of the PVDF sensing output, making it
nusable for bending feedback. Note that PVDF was also used
n fabrication of sensorized polypyrrole actuator by Ryu et al.
30]. Although the authors did not discuss it, the feedthrough
oupling problem was also present; see Fig. 4 in [30], where
pikes in the sensor output were due to abrupt changes of the
ctuation signal, as analyzed in [16]. No feedback control was
emonstrated either in [30].

The major contribution of this paper is a new design of
PMC/PVDF sensory actuator which eliminates aforementioned
roblems and enables feedback control in applications. The key
dea is to adopt a differential configuration for PVDF sensors.
wo PVDF films are bonded to an IPMC actuator in a sand-
ich fashion, and a differential charge sensing circuit is used to
easure the sensor output. As analyzed and verified experimen-

ally later in the paper, this design has a number of advantages:
1) it allows shielding of capacitive coupling between IPMC
nd PVDF, and eliminates fictitious, feedthrough sensing sig-
al induced directly by the actuation signal; (2) it removes the
nfluence of thermal fluctuation and other environmental noises,
hich is often the most challenging problem for PVDF sensors;

3) it compensates for asymmetric sensing responses of a sin-
le PVDF film under compression versus extension; and (4) it
inimizes the internal stress at bonding interfaces, which could

therwise cause delamination of layers or spontaneous creep
f the composite beam structure. A second contribution of this
aper is the design of an IPMC actuator with both bending and
orce feedback. A force sensor with �N resolution is designed
y sandwiching a relatively rigid beam with two PVDF films.
he force sensor is then bonded to the tip of the IPMC actuator

which itself is sandwiched by PVDF for sensing of bending).
The effectiveness of the proposed sensory actuator has been

emonstrated in feedback control experiments. Precise position
racking of the end-effector is achieved through proportional-
ntegral (PI) control based upon feedback from the integrated

ensor. A laser distance sensor is used as an independent observer
or validation purposes. The capability of simultaneous force
easurement is shown in experiments of piercing soap bubbles.

nteraction forces as low as �N are well captured.
F
o

tors A 144 (2008) 231–241

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
esign of IPMC/PVDF structure is described in Section 2.
obustness of the proposed design is characterized and demon-

trated experimentally in Section 3. Experimental results on
eedback control are presented in Section 4. Finally, concluding
emarks are provided in Section 5.

. Design of IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator

.1. Integrated sensor for bending output

Fig. 1 illustrates the design of the integrated bending sensor
or an IPMC actuator. Two complementary PVDF films, placed
n opposite poling directions, are bonded to both sides of an
PMC with insulating layers in between. In our experiments, we
ave used 30 �m thick PVDF film from Measurement Special-
ies Inc., and 200 �m thick IPMC from Environmental Robots
nc. The IPMC uses non-water-based solvent and thus operates
onsistently in air, without the need for hydration. Scrapbook-
ng tape (double-sided adhesive tape, 70 �m thick) from 3M
cotch Ltd., is used for both insulating and bonding purposes.
picture of a prototype is shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. Since
e are focused on demonstrating the proof of the concept in

his paper, the materials used are chosen mainly based on con-
enience. However, the models to be presented later will allow
ne to optimize the geometry design and material choice based
n applications at hand.

The differential charge amplifier, shown in Fig. 2, is used to
easure the PVDF sensor output. In particular, the inner sides

f two PVDF films are connected to the common ground, while
he outer sides are fed to the amplifiers. Let Q1(s) and Q2(s) be
he charges generated on the upper PVDF and the lower PVDF,
espectively, represented in the Laplace domain. The signals V+

p

nd V− in Fig. 2 are related to the charges by
ig. 1. Design of the IPMC/PVDF composite structure for sensing of bending
utput (force sensor not shown).
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Fig. 2. Differential charge amplifier for PVDF sensor.

nd the sensor output V0 equals

0(s) = R1R3s

R2(1 + R1C1s)
(Q1(s) − Q2(s)). (1)

et the bending-induced charge be Q(s) for the upper PVDF,
nd the common noise-induced charge be Qn(s). If the sen-
or response is symmetric under compression versus tension
more discussion on this in Section 3.3), one has Q1(s) =

(s) + Qn(s), Q2(s) = −Q(s) + Qn(s), which implies

0(s) = 2R1R3s

R2(1 + R1C1s)
Q(s), (2)

nd the effect of common noises (such as thermal drift and elec-
romagnetic interference) is eliminated from the output. The
harge amplifier (2) is a high-pass filter. To accommodate the
ctuation bandwidth of IPMC (typically below 10 Hz), the R1
nd C1 values in the circuit are properly chosen so that the cutoff
requency of the charge amplifier is sufficiently low. By picking
1 = 5000 M�, C1 = 1350 pF and R2 = R3 = 10 k�, a cutoff

requency of 0.023 Hz is achieved.
A model is developed for predicting the sensitivity of the
ending sensor in terms of the design geometry and material
roperties. Refer to Fig. 3 for the definition of geometric vari-
bles. Suppose that the IPMC/PVDF beam has a small uniform
ending curvature with tip displacement z1; without external

Fig. 3. Geometric definitions of IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator.
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orce, the force sensor beam attached at the end of IPMC/PVDF
ppears straight with tip displacement z2. One would like to
ompute the sensitivity Q/z2, where Q represents charges gen-
rated in one PVDF layer given the end-effector displacement z2.
ith the assumption of small bending for IPMC/PVDF beam,

he curvature can be approximated by [31]

1

ρ
≈ 2z1

L2
1

, (3)

here ρ represents the radius of curvature. As H3 � 0.5H1 +
2, we assume the stress inside the PVDF to be uniform and

pproximate it by the value at the center line of this layer:

s = E3ε = E3
0.5H1 + H2 + 0.5H3

ρ
, (4)

here E3 is the Young’s modulus of the PVDF. The electric
isplacement on the surface of PVDF is

s = d31σs, (5)

here d31 is the transverse piezoelectric coefficient. The total
harge generated on the PVDF is then

=
∫

Ds dS = DsL1W1. (6)

ith (3)–(6), one can get

= 2d31E3W1(0.5H1 + H2 + 0.5H3)z1

L1
. (7)

he end-effector displacement z2 is related to z1 by

2 = z1 + L2 sin

(
arctan

(
2z1

L1

))
≈ z1

(
1 + 2L2

L1

)
. (8)

ombining (7) and (8), one can get the sensitivity

= Q

z2
= 2d31E3W1(0.5H1 + H2 + 0.5H3)

L1 + 2L2
. (9)

Table 1 lists the parameters measured or identified for our
rototype. The sensitivity is predicted to be 1830 pC/mm, while
he actual sensitivity is characterized to be 1910 pC/mm using a

aser distance sensor (OADM 20I6441/S14F, Baumer Electric).

ith the charge amplifier incorporated, the sensitivity (V0/z2) at
requencies of a few Hz or higher is measured to be 2.75 V/mm,
ompared to a theoretical value of 2.71 V/mm.

able 1
arameters identified for the IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator prototype (including
orce sensor)

1 L1 H1 H2 H3

0 mm 40 mm 200 �m 65 �m 30 �m

2 L2 h1 h2 h3

mm 30 mm 200 �m 65 �m 30 �m

1 E2 E3 d31

GPa 0.4 GPa 2 GPa 28 pC/N
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Fig. 4. Design of the force sensor for the end-effector.

.2. Force sensor for end-effector

The structure of the force sensor is similar to that of
PMC/PVDF sensory actuator. As illustrated in Fig. 4, two
VDF films are bonded to the both sides of a relatively rigid
eam. In our experiments, we have used 200 �m thick polyester
rom Bryce Corp., for the beam. An end-effector, e.g., a glass
eedle in microinjection applications, is bonded to the tip of the
orce sensor. An external force experienced by the end-effector
ill cause the composite beam to bend, which produces charges
n the PVDF films. Another differential charge amplifier as in
ig. 2 is used for the force sensor. The whole force-sensing beam

s attached to the front end of the IPMC/PVDF beam.
Refer to Fig. 5. The sensitivity model for force sensing,

f /F , is provided below. Here Qf represents the charges gen-
rated in one PVDF in response to the force F exerted by the
nd-effector. The beam curvature can be written as

1

ρ(x)
= F (L2 − x)

3∑
i=0

EiIi

, (10)
here ρ(x) denotes the radius of curvature at x, E1, E2, E3 are
he Young’s moduli of the polyester film, the bonding layer, and
VDF, respectively. I1, I2 and I3 are the moments of inertia for

Fig. 5. Geometric definitions of the PVDF sensor.
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hose layers, which are given by

I1 = 1

12
W2h

3
1,

I2 = 1

6
W2h

3
2 + W2h2(h1 + h2)2

2
,

I3 = 1

6
W2h

3
3 + W2h3(h1 + 2h2 + h3)2

2
.

he stress generated in the PVDF is approximately

3(x) = E3ε3(x) = E3
h1 + 2h2 + h3

2ρ(x)
. (11)

ith (5), (10) and (11), one can get the electric displacement in
VDF,

3(x) = d31σ3(x) = E3d31
h1 + 2h2 + h3

2

F (L2 − x)
3∑

i=0

EiIi

. (12)

he total charge generated in the PVDF can be written as

f =
∫ L2

0
D3(x)W2 dx = d31E3W2L

2
2(h1 + 2h2 + h3)

4
3∑

i=0

EiIi

F.

(13)

hen the sensitivity of the force sensor is

f = Qf

F
= d31E3W2L

2
2(h1 + 2h2 + h3)

4
3∑

i=0

EiIi

. (14)

Relevant parameters for the force sensor in our prototype can
e found in Table 1. Theoretical value of Sf is computed to be
.456 pC/ �N, which is close to the actual value 0.459 pC/
N from measurement. With the charge amplifier circuit, the

ensitivity of the overall force sensor V0f /F at high frequen-
ies (several Hz and above) is characterized to be 0.68 mV/ �N,
ompared to the model prediction of 0.67 mV/ �N.

The integrated IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator and the charge
ensing circuits are placed in conductive plastic enclosures
Hammond Manufacturing) to shield electromagnetic interfer-
nce (EMI) and reduce air disturbance and thermal drift. A slit is
reated on the side of the shielding box enclosing IPMC/PVDF
o that the end-effector protrudes out for manipulation purposes.
ig. 6 shows the picture of the overall system.

. Experimental verification of sensor robustness

In this section we experimentally verify the robustness of the
roposed sensory actuator with respect to the following unde-
irable factors: (1) feedthrough of actuation signal, (2) thermal

rift and other environmental noises, and (3) asymmetric PVDF
ensing responses during compression versus tension. The dis-
ussion will be focused on the PVDF sensor for IPMC bending
utput, since the problems associated with the PVDF force sen-
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ig. 6. IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator and sensing circuits in shielding enclo-
ures.

or are similar and actually simpler (no need to worry about
ctuation feedthrough).

.1. Feedthrough coupling

Close proximity between IPMC and PVDF results in capac-
tive coupling between the two. Fig. 7 illustrates the distributed
ircuit model for the composite IPMC/PVDF beam. Suppose
hat an actuation signal Vi(s) is applied to IPMC. If one con-
ects both sides of a single PVDF film to a differential charge
mplifier, as done typically [16], the output will pick up a
ignal that is induced by the actuation signal via electrical
oupling. This feedthrough effect distorts the bending-induced
harge output. Fig. 8, reproduced from [16], illustrates the tradi-
ional feedthrough problem: as a square-wave actuation signal is

pplied, PVDF sensor output shows spikes when actuation volt-
ge jumps, while such spikes are not observed in actual bending.

hile one can attempt to model the feedthrough coupling and
ancel it through feedforward compensation [16], the complex-

Fig. 7. Distributed circuit model of IPMC/PVDF beam.
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ty of such algorithms and the varying behavior of coupling make
his approach unappealing to real applications.

In the new charge sensing scheme proposed in this paper,
he inner sides of the two PVDF sensors are connected to a
ommon ground (see Fig. 2). Since the surface electrode resis-
ances of PVDF films are very low (<0.1 �), the inner layers

2 and L3 in Fig. 7 will effectively play a shielding role and
liminate the feedthrough coupling signals. This analysis is ver-
fied experimentally, where a square-wave actuation voltage with
mplitude 2 V and frequency 0.1 Hz is applied to the IPMC.
ig. 9(a) shows that the charge amplifier output V0 contains no
eedthrough-induced spikes. The definitions for V0, V+

p , and
−
p in the figure can be found in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the bend-

ng displacement obtained from the PVDF output V0 correlates
ell with the actual bending displacement measured by the laser
istance sensor, as shown in Fig. 9(b). Note that the PVDF out-
ut V0 is related to the bending displacement z1 through the
harge amplifier dynamics (2) and the proportional relationship
7). Since (2) represents a high-pass filter, at relatively high fre-
uencies (determined by the cut-off frequency), the correlation
etween V0 and z1 can be approximated by a constant; however,
t lower frequencies (including the step input, in particular), the
ynamics (2) has to be accommodated to obtain the displace-
ent trajectory from the raw PVDF signal V0. The latter has

een adopted throughout the paper, whether the inverse of the
harge amplifier dynamics is implemented digitally to retrieve
1.

.2. Thermal drift and environmental noises

PVDF sensors are very sensitive to ambient temperatures
nd electromagnetic noises. Such environmental noises could
ignificantly limit the use of PVDF bending/force sensors, espe-
ially when the operation frequency is low (comparing with the
uctuation of ambient conditions). Refer to Fig. 2. Let noise-

nduced charges be Qn1 and Qn2 for PVDF1 and PVDF2,
espectively. Suppose that no actuation signal is applied, and
hus bending-induced charge Q(s) = 0. The voltage signals can
hen be expressed as

+
p (s) = − R1s

1 + R1C1s
Qn1 (s), (15)

−
p (s) = − R1s

1 + R1C1s
Qn2 (s), (16)

0(s) = R1R3s

R2(1 + R1C1s)
(Qn1 (s) − Qn2 (s)). (17)

Inside a conductive shielding enclosure, thermal and EMI
onditions are relatively steady and uniform. This implies
n1 (s) ≈ Qn2 (s) and the influence of environmental noises on

he sensor output V0 is negligible.
Two experiments have been conducted to confirm the above

nalysis. In order to isolate the effect of noises, no actuation

ignal is applied. In the first experiment, the IPMC/PVDF beam
as exposed to ambient air flows and electromagnetic noises.
ig. 10(a) shows the complementary sensing outputs V+

p and V−
p

nd the resulting charge amplifier output V0. From (15)–(17),
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Fig. 8. Illustration of feedthrough coupling problem [16]. (a) Sensing output from the PVDF, showing the spikes from electrical feedthrough; (b) actual bending
displacement detected by a laser distance sensor, showing no spikes.
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ig. 9. Experimental results showing elimination of feedthrough signal. (a) R
omparison between the bending displacements obtained from the PVDF senso

he discrepancy between V+
p and V−

p indicates that the noise-

nduced charges Qn1 and Qn2 on the two PVDF layers can be
ignificantly different, leading to relatively large sensing noise
n V0. In contrast, Fig. 10(b) shows the results from the sec-
nd experiment, where the IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator was

w
t
s
i

Fig. 10. (a) Sensing noise when IPMC/PVDF placed in open field; (b) sensing
VDF sensing signals under a square-wave actuation input (2 V, 0.1 Hz); (b)
from the laser sensor.

laced inside the conductive shielding enclosure. In this case,

hile V+

p and V−
p could still vary over time individually, their

rajectories are highly correlated and close to each other. Con-
equently, V0 remained under 1 mV, compared to about 20 mV
n the first case. These experiments have confirmed that the pro-

noise when IPMC/PVDF placed inside conductive shielding enclosure.
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ig. 11. Self-compensation of asymmetric tension/compression sensing response
V); (b) comparison between the bending displacements obtained from the PV

osed differential sensing scheme, together with the shielding
nclosure, can effectively minimize the effect of thermal drift
nd other common noises.

.3. Asymmetric sensing response during extension versus
ompression

Because of its compliant nature, a single PVDF film does not
roduce symmetric charge responses when it is under tension
ersus compression. In particular, it is difficult to effectively
ntroduce compressive normal stress into the flexible film. As
result, the charge response of a PVDF layer under extension

an faithfully capture the beam motion while the response under
ompression cannot. This is illustrated by experimental results
hown in Fig. 11(a): each of the sensing signals V+

p and V−
p from

he two PVDF layers is asymmetric under a symmetric, sinu-
oidal actuation input. With the differential configuration of two

VDF films, however, the asymmetric responses of individual
VDF films combine to form a symmetric output V0, as seen in
ig. 11(a). This is because when one film is in compression, the
ther is in tension. Fig. 11(b) shows that the bending displace-

ig. 12. Comparison between the bending displacements obtained from the
VDF sensor and from the laser sensor, when a 2 V step input is applied.
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F

aw PVDF sensing signals under a sinusoidal actuation signal (0.2 Hz, amplitude
nsor and from the laser sensor.

ent obtained based on the PVDF signal V0 agrees well with
he laser sensor measurement. We have further examined the
erformance of the proposed integrated sensing scheme under
ther types of actuation inputs, including the step inputs. From
ig. 12, the bending trajectory under a step input (2 V) can be
aptured well by the PVDF sensor.

Another advantage of adopting two complementary PVDF
lms is that it alleviates the effect of internal stresses at bonding

nterfaces. When bonding a single PVDF to IPMC, mismatch
f internal stresses at the PVDF/IPMC interface could lead to
elamination and/or spontaneous creep of the composite beam.
hile this problem could be lessened by using appropriate bond-

ng technologies, it was found that the proposed scheme can
ffectively maintain the structural stability of the composite
eam, without stringent requirements on bonding.

. Feedback control based on integrated sensor

The practical utility of the proposed IPMC/PVDF sensory
ctuator has been demonstrated in feedback control experiments.
rajectory tracking experiments are first performed, where no

ip interaction force is introduced. Simultaneous trajectory track-
ng and force measurement are then conducted to examine both
ntegrated bending and force sensors.

.1. Feedback control of bending displacement
Fig. 13 illustrates the closed-loop system for the con-
rol of IPMC bending displacement. Here P(s) represents
he actuation dynamics for the IPMC/PVDF composite struc-
ure, H(s) is the bending sensor dynamics, K(s) is the

ig. 13. Closed-loop system for control of IPMC bending displacement.
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Fig. 14. Experimental results on feedback control of bending displacement

ontroller, r is the reference input, u is the actuation volt-
ge, and z2 is the bending displacement of the end-effector.
n experiments data acquisition and control calculation are
erformed by a dSPACE system (DS1104, dSPACE Inc.);
or real applications such tasks can be easily processed by
mbedded processors, e.g., microcontrollers. A laser sensor is
sed as an external, independent observer for verification pur-
oses.

In general K(s) can be designed based on a nominal model
f the plant P(s) and various objectives and constraints. An
xample of H∞ control design can be found in [23], where
physics-based, control-oriented model is also developed for

PMC actuators. Since IPMC modeling and control design
re not the focus of this paper, we have identified the plant
odel P(s) empirically and used a simple proportional-integral

PI) controller for K(s) to validate the integrated sensing
cheme. In particular, the empirical frequency response of the
PMC/PVDF sensory actuator has been obtained by applying a
equence of sinusoidal actuation inputs (amplitude 0.2 V, fre-

uency 0.01–10 Hz) and measuring the corresponding bending
esponse. It has been found that the measured dynamic behavior
ould be approximated by a second-order system, the param-
ters of which have been further determined using the Matlab

o
b
c
u

Fig. 15. Measurement of the micro-force in piercing soap bubbles. (a) Exper
integrated PVDF sensor. (a) Bending displacement; (b) actuation voltage.

ommand “fitsys”. The resulting P(s) is

(s) = 2.7s + 20

1000(s2 + 33.4s + 18.9)
. (18)

he sensing model is obtained from (2) and (7):

(s) = 18150s

6.57s + 1
. (19)

The following reference trajectory is used: r(t) =
in(0.3πt) mm. Based on the models and the reference, a
I controller K(s) = 1000(40 + (30/s)) is designed to achieve
ood tracking performance while meeting the constraint
u| < 2 V. Fig. 14(a) shows the experimental results of tracking
he bending reference. It can be seen that the PVDF sensor

utput tracks the reference well; furthermore, the actual
ending displacement, as observed by the laser sensor, has
lose agreement with the PVDF output. The actuation voltage
, shown in Fig. 14(b), falls within the limit [−2, 2] V.

imental setup; (b) PVDF sensor response during and after penetration.
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.2. Feedback bending control with simultaneous force
easurement

It is desirable in many applications to have both displacement
nd force feedback. With the proposed IPMC/PVDF sensory
ctuator, one can perform feedback control of the displace-
ent while monitoring the force output, as well as perform

eedback control of the force output while monitoring the dis-
lacement. In the following experiment we will demonstrate
he feedback bending control with simultaneous force measure-

ent.
To mimic the force level often encountered in bio and micro-

anipulation applications, we have attached a sharp glass needle
s an end-effector at the tip of force-sensing beam and used it
o pierce soap bubbles. Fig. 15(a) shows the experimental setup.

number of bubble-penetrating experiments were conducted to
et an estimate of the rupture force by moving a bubble manu-
lly towards the needle until it breaks, when no actuation voltage
as applied. Fig. 15(b) shows the force sensor response during
typical run. It can be seen that the response first rises from zero

o a peak value, and then starts decayed oscillations. Since the
VDF sensor measures essentially the bending of the passive

eam, its output can be interpreted as an interaction force only
hen the end-effector is in contact with a foreign object. Thus

or the response in Fig. 15(b), only the first rising segment truly
epresents the force, after which the membrane ruptures and the

a
m
c
i

ig. 17. Experimental results on bending feedback control with tip force measuremen
ending sensor alone; (b) PVDF force sensor output; (c) actuation voltage generated
ig. 16. Measured forces during penetration of soap bubble membranes.

eam starts oscillating. Hence we take the peak value of such
esponses as the penetration force. Fig. 16 shows the penetration
orce measured in 26 independent experiments. Overall the mea-
urements are consistent with an average of 11 �N. The variation
s believed due to the randomly created bubbles that might have
ifferent thicknesses. Note that for many real applications, such

s microinjection of embryos or cells [16], the end-effector will
aintain contact with the object under manipulation, in which

ase the output of PVDF force sensor would truly represent the
nteraction force at all times.

t. (a) Displacement of the end-effector estimated based on the integrated PVDF
by the feedback controller.
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ig. 18. Estimation of true end-effector displacement by combining the inte-
rated bending and force sensors, and its comparison with the laser sensor
easurement.

A feedback bending control experiment with force monitor-
ng has been conducted, where the reference for the end-effector
isplacement r(t) = 0.2 sin(0.4πt)mm. During the experiment,
he end-effector penetrated two soap bubbles at t = 9.32 s
nd t = 15.72 s, respectively. Fig. 17(a) shows the estimated
nd-effector displacement based on the integrated PVDF bend-
ng sensor (sandwiching IPMC), under the assumption that the
orce-sensing PVDF beam is not deflected. The estimated dis-
lacement trajectory follows closely the reference, with slight
erturbations at the moments when penetrations occur, indicat-
ng that the feedback control was in effect. Fig. 17(b) shows
he output of the integrated force sensor, where the two pen-
trations were captured clearly. Note that, as explained earlier
nd illustrated in Fig. 15(b), only the first rising segment of the
rajectory during each penetration truly represents the interac-
ion force, while the remaining portion of the signal arises from
scillations following penetration. The control output (actuation
oltage) is shown in Fig. 17(c), where one can see that feedback
s in action to suppress the disturbance caused by penetration.

Note that the end-effector displacement z2 predicted by the
VDF bending sensor alone (Fig. 17(a)) does not capture the

rue displacement d when the end-effector interacts with objects.
o obtain the true displacement, one can combine the bending
ensor output z2 and the force sensor output F:

= z2 + F

k
, (20)

here k is the stiffness of the force-sensing beam. For our
rototype, k = 0.067 N/m. Fig. 18 compares the end-effector
isplacement obtained from (20) and that observed by the laser
ensor, which shows that indeed the end-effector position can
e monitored by combining the integrated bending and force
ensors.
. Conclusions and future work

In this paper a novel scheme was proposed for implement-
ng integrated sensors for an IPMC actuator, to achieve sensing
tors A 144 (2008) 231–241

f both the bending displacement output and the force output.
n the design two thin PVDF films are bonded to both sides
f an IPMC beam to measure the bending output, while a pas-
ive beam sandwiched by two PVDF films is attached at the
nd of IPMC actuator to measure the force experienced by the
nd-effector. The differential configuration adopted in both sen-
ors has proven critical in eliminating feedthrough coupling,
ejecting sensing noises induced by thermal drift and EMI,
ompensating asymmetric tension/compression responses, and
aintaining structural stability of the composite beams. For the
rst time, feedback control of IPMC was successfully demon-
trated using only integrated sensors, showing that one can
imultaneously regulating/tracking the bending displacement
nd monitoring the force output (or vice versa).

In the interest of clarity, we adopted an assumption of small
eformation for IPMC actuators in model derivation through-
ut this paper. This allowed us to represent the bending state
f an IPMC actuator with its tip displacement. The presented
ensitivity models, (9) and (14), were also based on this assump-
ion. However, such an assumption has its limitations for many
PMC applications where the deformation is relatively large.
he discrepancies between the bending displacements obtained

rom PVDF and from the laser sensor, as shown in Figs. 9,
1 and 12, could be an example of such limitations. In future
ork, it is important to extend the models to accommodate large
ending motions by incorporating nonlinear elasticity theory for
omposite beams.

This work brings IPMC materials much closer to their envi-
ioned applications in bio-and micro-manipulation, robotics,
nd biomedical systems, where position and/or force outputs
eed to be closely controlled or monitored. Future work includes
pplying the developed IPMC/PVDF sensory actuator to such
pplications, one of which is precision control of microinjection
f Drosophila embryos [18].
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